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Lesson 1 cell theory

Unicellular organisms Multicellular organisms

Their body consists of one cell only, which 

perform all the vital activities

needed for the continuity of life.

e.g. Amoeba, bacteria and Paramecium

Their body consists of many cells, which 

differentiate and specialize in

their functions.

e.g. Man, whale and trees

The living organisms:

- They are divided into two types according to the structure of their bodies

The common characteristics of living organisms are:

Feeding, transporting, respiration, excretion, motion, ….. etc.

The cell

- It is the smallest (tiniest) functional and building unit in all living organisms.

- It is capable of carrying out all the functions of life.



 The cell

 - It is the smallest (tiniest) functional and building unit in all living 
organisms It is capable of carrying out all the functions of life.

 Properties of the cells:

- They are varied in shape, structure and size, where:

1-The tiniest cell in size is the bacterial cell.

2- The biggest cell in size is the cell of the unfertilized egg of the 
Ostrich

3-Nerve cells (neurons):

Are the longest cells (may reach 1 meter or little more) (GR.) to be able 
to transferer the messages from the spinal cord that present inside the 
vertebral column to the farthest parts of the body, such as toes.

4-Muscular cells:

Are cylindrical, long and gather with each other to form the muscle fiber 
which can contract and relax, helping the animal to move freely



Discovery of the cell
The role of scientists in discovering the cell and its structure

1-Robert Hook

The favor in cell discovery is referred to Robert Hook (GR.), because:

He invented a simple microscope in 1665 and used it to examine a 
piece of cork tissue, it was composed of small boxes arranged in rows, 
he named each box by the word the cell.(it is derived from the latin
word (cellula = the cell or the small room)

2-Van Leeuwenhoek

He was the first to observe microscopic organisms and living cells 
(GR.), as:

- He made a simple microscope (1674) by using lenses with the ability 
to magnify objects up to 200 times of their original size.

- He examined different substances (water ponds, blood and others)

3-Shleiden

He deduced that plants are composed of cells (In 1838).

He stated this depending on his own researches and the previous 
scientists



4-Schwann

He deduced that all living organisms are composed of cells.(In 1893)

5-Virchow

In 1855, he stated that:

 - The cell is the functional and building unit of all living organism.

 - The new cells are produced only by pre-existing other living cells

 The cell theory 

 It is considered as one of the most important basic theories in the modern biology.

It is based upon 3 principles.

1- All the living organisms are made up of cells which may single or grouped in clusters.

2- Cells are the basic functional units of all living organisms.

3- All cells come only from other pre-existing living cells



Development of microscope

 It is difficult to visualize the cell or its components 
(GR.),

 because it has a very minute size.

 - The cell discovery was related to the invention of 
microscopes (GR.)

 because it has a very minute size and it was 
difficult to see it or its components.

 - The vision of the cell components was related to 
the invention of the electron microscope (GR.)

 because it has a high magnifying power

So there are two types of microscopes

1- light microscope 2- electronic microscope



Light microscope Electronic microscope

It was the only available device to
examine the living structures and nonliving

things till 1950

It depends on the sunlight or an
artificial light

Glass lenses (ocular and objective
Lenses

Magnifying many micro-organisms
and non-living things.

- Examining large-sized objects after

cutting them into very thin slices

It was used by the scientists since 1950.

It depends on using a beam of high speed
electrons instead of light

Electromagnetic lenses (control the electron beam)

Clarifying the cellular components that had

not been known before.
- Knowing more accurate details about the

cellular structures that had been known

before

idea of work

Types of used lenses

Functions



Light microscope Electronic microscope

Less magnified and Less contrasted

- Up to 1500 times of their real size

(low).

- It can´t magnify objects more than

1500 times because the image becomes
Unclear

Calculation of the magnifying power:

(Magnigying power of the ocular lense) X

(Magnigying power of the objective lense)

How to obtain the most clear image
of specimens:

1- Changing the level of light.

2- Using dyes:

- Dayes are used to stain or colour

certain parts of the specimen to be
more clear

Highly magnified and highly contrasted than

that of the light microscope (GR.) due to the

shortness of wavelength of the electronic ray

comparatively to that of the light ray.
- They are received on a fluorescent screen or on

a highly sensitive photographinging board

It magnifies objects one million time or more

(very high).

Types of electron microscopes

Scanning electron microscope:

It is used to study the cell surface.
Transmission electron microscope:

It is used to study the cell internal structures

Properties of its image

Magnifying power

Magnifying power



Types of electronic microscopes
Scanning microscope Transmission microscope

used to study the cell surface
- magnifying power is 3500x

It used to study cell internal structure
-magnifying power is 8900x

Notes

- the micrograph of white blood cell is clearer by using the transmission electron microscope due to the 

easiness distinguishing of its internal components.

-white blood cells are seen by a compound light microscope and the image is magnified 1000 times of its 

real size



Ideal using of the compound light microscope

Low power objective lens

For obtaining clear image you can use high 
objective lens and adding iodine solution 

which stain the cells with yellow color

High power objective lens
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